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Chapter 1

Preface

Allow me to preface this write-up by beginning to thank the wonderful members of KoreLogic
for organizing the contest, as well as the amazing members of HashMob.net who contributed
to the performance of the teams during the contest itself. HashMob participated with two
different teams in this contest. One team for the pro division, and one team for the street
division.

The Pro team got a close #4 spot on the leaderboard, right behind achondritic. The Street
team landed on the #1 spot, winning the contest for the Street Division; gaining many
experiences along the way. john-users also performed well, recovering more hashes than
anyone else in one category. We look forward to participating in more contests in the future,
hope to see you all there.

Pro Team

• Vavaldi**

• penguinkeeper*

• Shooter3k**

• cin*

• Jimmalina**

• Adam Black

• Cochino

• w00dsman**

• clem9669**

• SoSander**

• cyclone*

• NocFlame

• flagg

• WHYPHY**

• RealEnder**

• Coin**

• junebug

• afsa

Members with * had limited availability (<75%)

Members with ** had extremely limited availability (<25%)
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Street Team

• Cake

• superevr

• 0x4C00

• DAK

• KabirAcharya

• mostwanted002

• SamanthaJan

• pwkrk

• Maskaer

• segmented

• kpd
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1.1 About HashMob

HashMob is a large, mostly discord-based, community that focuses on Cryptography and
Hash password recovery. Users have picked password recovery up as a hobby over the years
due to their interest in security or because of their jobs, and spend a lot of time working with
cracking hashes and research on the passwords of users. It was founded in 2021 almost half a
year after Hashes.org closed its doors in January of 2021. Since then it has recovered over 590
091 929 new passwords / plaintexts and amassed a following of nearly 2500 members.

1.2 Contest Environments

Each team was given access to a copy of the HashMob.net web-application with a custom
back-end script that would automatically email the new founds to KoreLogic every minute.
These environments were restricted in access so only authenticated team members from each
respective team could participate. Registration was protected with a secret key which was
made aware to each team via their discord channels. i.e. the teams were unable to see each
others’ hashlists and founds and their applications did not interfere with each other.
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Chapter 2

Pro Team write-up

2.1 The Preparation

In preparation of the contest the members of the Pro team actively tried to recover as many
of the Pro and Street hashes as possible. Partially for fun, partially to see what the Korelogic
team had in store for us. The plains we were given were primarily made up of translations.
Translating passwords like: ”Password”, ”Defense Condition”, ”Secret” to languages such as
Xhosa, Russian, Hindu, and more. The rest of the preparation time was spent getting people
familiar with a new environment, new scripts and tools were being written which could help
us during the contest.

2.2 Software Used

Listed below are some of the software used by the Pro team, although a majority of them
are public / open source tools, some are closed source, modified open source, or specifically
developed for the contest. The Hashtopolis instance was modified to automatically submit
any founds to the HashMob instance based on the hashtype of the hashlist it was discovered
in. We modified the SendProgress API to perform this in a rather ’hacky’ fashion and for
future instances we would like to improve this (more on that later).
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Overview of Used Software

Name Open Source Public Purpose

Hashcat* yes yes Password recovery
MDXfind no yes Password recovery
HashMob Search* no yes Hash Lookup
Hashtopolis yes** yes Collaboration
HashMob Mirror no no Collaboration
Gramify yes yes Analytics
PACK yes yes Analytics
PACK2 yes yes Analytics
Plain-Finder* no yes Analytics
RuleProcessorY yes yes PW generation
PRINCE yes yes PW generation
PCFGCracker yes yes PW generation
sync.py no no Auto submission

* These tools can (also) be found on HashMob.net or their discord.

** Source code was modified and tweaked to suit our needs.

2.3 The Hardware

The Pro team has a large show up with a variation of hardware. Roughly 51 self-owned
Graphics cards were used, 10-15 were rented, and over 70 temporary cards were rented for
short bursts to work through specific attacks.

25x 4090

42.4%

12x RTX Quadro 6000

20.3%

7x 3080

11.9%

5x 3090

8.5%

3x 3070

5%
2x 2080 Ti

3.4% 2x 3060

3.4% 2x 3060 Ti
3.4% 1x 1080
1.7%

2.4 Participation issues

Some of the experienced members that participated in previous years had other priorities this
year, resulting in reduced availability and more newer members.
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2.5 Ready? Set...

Go! The first part of the contest was spent verifying algorithms and ensuring we were correctly
attacking the right algorithm. We quickly noticed that our SSHA512 hashlist was having
issues due to the hashes being lowercased instead of the way hashcat outputs them. As a result
we had to upload them in a different format within our tool to allow for autosubmission.

2.6 The Results

The lists presented to us for the 2023 CrackMeIfYouCan contest were made up of various al-
gorithms. The lists all shared similar patterns, allowing us to try attacks on faster algorithms,
and then moving towards the slower algorithms.

HashMob finished in fourth place with a total of 9 288 999 652 points. Closely following
achondritic with 9 355 247 066 points.

Hashlist Plains Found

raw-md5 2 837
raw-sha1 2 697
raw-sha256 2 788
nsldaps 2 248
ssha512 2 087
md5crypt 1 260
sha1crypt 829
sha256crypt 637
bcrypt 500
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2.7 Analysis

2.7.1 General Approach

Our general approach to attacking the lists was trying to crack a few using a mix of common
passwords and specialized lists, analyzing the founds, and attempting to find possible sources.
Although books and movies were found associated with certain plains, we had a lot of difficulty
accurately locating the correct sources. Once we’ve obtained a few specific resources we
used those to attack the slower algorithms. The following screenshot displays some of our
Hashtopolis tasks that we set out to attack bcrypt and sha1crypts.

In the end we feel like our ability to locate sources was lacking - having difficulty locating
exactly what books/movies/data was being used to construct the plains. We also glossed over
some obvious indicators for optimization that could have contributed to a significant amount
of cracks.
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Chapter 3

Street Team write-up

3.1 The Preparation

In preparation of the contest the members of the Street team tried to recover as many of the
Street hashes as possible. Partially for fun, and partially to see what the KoreLogic team had
in store for them. Roughly 15 self-owned Graphics cards were used, 8 were rented halfway
through the contest to tackle the (b)crypt hashes.

8x 4090 (rented halfway)

32.7%

4x 3070

16.4%

3x 6900XT

12%

2x 2080 Ti

7.7%

2x 3060

7.7%

2x 3060 Ti

7.7%

1x Radeon VII

3.7%
1x 7900 XTX

3.7% 1x 2070

3.7%
1x 1660 Super

3.7%

1x 4090
3.7%

HashMob finished in first place with a total of 9 211 202 062 points. The lists presented to us
for the 2023 CrackMeIfYouCan contest were made up of various algorithms. At the end of the
contest a vote was taken to elect ”a most valuable player” that contributed a lot throughout
the contest. This ended up being ”DAK” who contributed a lot of good ideas and was able to
exploit multiple patterns to attack the harder hashes - cracking 197 bcrypt by himself.
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Hashlist Plains Found

raw-md5 1 991
raw-sha1 1 931
raw-sha256 1 836
nsldaps 1 471
ssha512 1 759
md5crypt 1 016
sha1crypt 817
sha256crypt 559
bcrypt 500
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3.2 Timeline of Events

3.2.1 Day 0

Prior to the contest, the street team members registered on the HashMob custom instance.
Tested out sync.py, and cracked the test hashes. DAK set up a Hashtopolis instance to share
with the team.

3.2.2 Day 1

At the start of the contest the hashlists were uploaded to the HashMob instance. Running
wordlist and dictionaries to try and identify some early patterns. The same issue as the
Pro team was identified for ssha512 roughly 30 minutes after the start of the contest. After
roughly an hour a few patterns were identified.

• Russian Charset / wikipedia

• Hits with Hunspell Dictionaries

• Number series

• Expressions like ”What the fuck!” and ”WHAT THE HELL?”

• American states

• Prefix #3&4%#! primarily for Telecom department users

Going through these to try and get as many cracks as possible. The first pattern exploited
to get points on bcrypt was the ”#3&4%#!” prefix and slowly some possible books were
identified that might be the source of the phrases. ”Galaxy Quest”, ”Mr. Perfect”, ”Alien
Space Avenger”, and ”The Tale of Thomas Prometheus” are some examples of the first books
given as possible matches. The Gramify tool by Vavaldi was used to split the movie scripts
and books into ngram correlated wordlists, sorted by occurrence.

3.2.3 Day 2

Starting the second day off strong, 0x4C00 and superevr took note of the unix time stamps
used for some users’ passwords. By running an association attack based on the registered
users’ signup time the attack time for bcrypt was significantly reduced and a lot of hits
were made, pushing our score ahead of the curve. At the same time, some themes were
discovered by Cake across several departments and the use of Turkish, Chinese, and Japanese
was identified.

Looking at the numbers, they all started with ”16” and were exactly 10 digits in length.
We immediately recognized them as potential non-random numbers. A quick minute later
the suggestion of UNIX timestamps was given. UNIX timestamps are a common time keep-
ing convention for computers, based on the the number of seconds since 00:00:00 UTC on 1
January 1970. These numbers all fall in the the expected range of a timestamp made approx-
imately in the last few years. If we can discover a pattern to these timestamps, it will give
us a way crack more hashes without having to brute force a huge range of numbers.
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8bd661aeca4228038aceaae71a5678f8d97a0386:1671668124

671b325b50563052647d0018dd1ed3f300c1323e:1646713698

185433d89b8e2388407cef79dcb3887edd369e4b:1640256211

c29175194bc49b979113dfdf95fd1828d9dac455:1643178061

8dde2cc94fa095706e899e119768155ab09ac325:1649633541

03c05d71ef9027e645266f11e6bb0f9e42523bbde2e9e5a8b3d629a8854ff826:1648865825

034bb82fa4499a57949cecebfd047109e1de2144c3ea214d0c7187a7e40c1331:1650608023

4acc965aca0afc81e3f7a41e5dd33ff2890da27d17beee7fca302426c5a5ff72:1651631988

f8269a0384a53a5a4260aa5f2d2c35ffacbdf08a8dea34bc36d5e2ab8da21915:1658806602

Looking for some kind of association, we noticed the metadata for each hash in the con-
test included a different kind of timestamp labled ”Created”. These were in the following
format:

Created: "Wed Dec 21 18:15:24 CST 2022"

The theory was, that if the handful of UNIX timestamps we already discovered match the
*Created* dates from the contest, we can convert them to the right format and add them
to our wordlist to crack. After googling ”timestamp converter”, we landed on epochcon-
verter.com. First, we entered in one of the timestamps, *1671668124*, which converted to
*Thursday, December 22, 2022 12:15:24 AM*. We searched the metadata for a match of ”Thu
Dec 22 12:15:24”.

*No Results Found*

Were we going down the wrong path? But wait, the original timestamp specified the CST
timezone, and the Epoch Converter was only providing an answer in GMT. Surely we need
to account for that. CST is six hours behind GMT, so we did a new search for ”Wed Dec 21
18:15:24”

*1 Record Found*

Success! We attempted the same conversion on two more timestamps, and they all matched.
We found the pattern, time to do the reverse: Convert the timestamps from the metadata
into the UNIX timestamp format so we can match them against our hashes. ChatGPT helped
to provide a command that could do this:

> Convert "Wed Dec 21 18:15:24 CST 2022" to unix timestamp on mac command line

> date -j -f "%a %b %d %T %Z %Y" "Wed Dec 21 18:15:24 CST 2022" "+%s" [^1]

And it shared a way to loop through an entire list of timestamps

> while IFS= read -r date_string; do

> timestamp=$(TZ=’America/Chicago ’ date -jf "%a %b %d %T %Z %Y" "$date_string
" "+%s")

> echo $timestamp
> done < Created_timestamps.txt > Created_timestamps_converted.txt

With the converted timestamp list in-hand, we ran it against each hashtype available. Not
every user had a timestamp for a password, but the list of 29 415 timestamps was small
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enough that it could be tested against every possible hash[2]. This led to cracking all 107
epoch based hashes across the contest. At a whopping 16 777 215 points per bcrypt crack
cracking 107 bcrypt hashes overnight was a major turning point in the competition for us
and brought us from fourth place to first.

[1]: This command is different between Mac and other Linux systems.

[2]: An association attack in hashcat would have been more efficient, as it could be set up to
only attempt to match a specific timestamp to the user it was associated with in the source
list instead of attempting to match for every single user. However, the list was small enough
that the wasted time was not significant

Some more sources identified:

• Sales Glossary

• Certain length plains being common

• Timestamps

• Japanese and Chinese Business terms

• Hindi language identified

• [CompanyName] x [CompanyName] combinations

3.2.4 Day 3

The third day marks the last few hours of the contest. A lot of time was spent analyzing
the founds and searching for more possible patterns to exploit. At this point, the team had
already achieved a significant lead over the other teams. Assuming to team was secretly
waiting and holding their founds back, there was a good chance at victory.

• [CompanyName] x Dictionary combinations

• Star wars script

• lots of formulas and science stuff was discovered like our favorite

x =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a

• A clear correlation was found between the length of passwords, the casing, and the suffix
specials

• NYC street patterns

• Hindi River Names

• Softpanarama ngram wordlist

The biggest overall breakthroughs were the following:

We initially had an issue with the SSHA512 being lowercase which stopped the auto submis-
sion from working. After this issue was resolved on our end we began cracking.
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We started off with just general wordlists and rules, rockyou and hashmob-combinded-full for
example returned around 200 initially.

We found a good chunk that was the account creation time converted to UNIX CST time.

We traced some ngrams back to an old forum called softpanarama which Kabir managed to
get a site download of. From there we ngramed everything and started smashing agains’t
different hash types.

Some large patterns identified: Prefixes

• #3&4%#!

• 22/2022

• 23/2023

• ?s

Suffixes

• 1

• ?s

• ?d?s
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Chapter 4

Closing Notes

This concludes the write-up of both the Pro and Street team of HashMob.net. Both teams
have had many learning opportunities and were shown room for improvement in different
forms. The Street team had a big lead and some of its members will likely be joining the Pro
team instead next year. We again wish to thank the contributions of all members of both
teams, and the contest staff. The author of this writeup was not participating themselves, so
much of the facts were lined out by the rest of the team members. Finally I’d like to invite
everyone to check out the https://hashmob.net/ website and community, and join the discord
community (linked on the website). It’s an open community where you can actively research
passwords, attacks and learn more about the general field of cryptography. Our community
contains members of various backgrounds with a wide variety of skill sets and most relevant
questions can be answered expertly.
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